New Laminoplasty Technique for Preserving Paravertebral Muscles: Technical Note
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ABSTRACT

AIM: Laminoplasty is an effective and safe surgical procedure for multi-segmental cervical degenerative compressive myelopathy. Axial neck pain, kyphotic deformity, and reduction of the cervical range of motion (ROM) are common complications of this procedure. The disruption of paravertebral muscles and ligaments is the main cause of these problems. We have developed a new laminoplasty technique for preserving paravertebral muscles.

MATERIAL and METHODS: In this technique, semispinalis and splenius muscles are cut approximately 1 cm laterally to the muscle insertion point to the spinous process at the laminotomy side. Then, multifidus and rotatory muscles are dissected subperiosteally and retracted laterally. The posterior part of the spinous process is cut horizontally below the insertion point of the semispinalis and splenius muscles. At this point, all the contralateral paravertebral muscles with the cut head of the spinous process are dissected subperiosteally and retracted laterally in the same manner as the laminotomy side. After the open-door laminoplasty for reconstruction of the anatomical formation, we fixed the head of the spinous process on the opening side laminae close to the inferior part of the spinous process with a titanium wire.

RESULTS: This technique is unique in that it reconstructs the spine similar to its normal anatomical form by preserving the posterior paravertebral muscles’ attachments to the bones and tension ligaments.

CONCLUSION: This technique can reduce the risk of axial pain and kyphotic deformity, and prevent the reduction of ROM.
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INTRODUCTION

Laminoplasty is an effective and safe surgical procedure for multi-segmental cervical degenerative compressive myelopathy. The term “laminoplasty” covers many surgical procedures including the reconstruction of posterior elements of the cervical vertebrae for expanding the spinal canal. Although cervical laminoplasty is a motion preserving procedure compared to fusion surgery, several studies have reported some complications and problems such as axial neck pain, kyphotic deformity, and reduction of cervical range of motion (ROM) at long-term follow-up (1,3,7,10,16). The disruption of paravertebral muscles and ligaments is the main cause of these problems, particularly neck pain. Different surgical techniques have been reported to reduce axial neck pain and restriction of cervical ROM after laminoplasty (12,18,21). In this study, we report a new surgical technique for reducing these problems.

Surgical Technique

This surgical technique is useful for cervical degenerative compressive myelopathy at the level of C3-C6. If C2 and C7 decompressions are required, we make a wide hemilaminectomy at C2 and cranial wide hemilaminectomy at C7 by preserving the muscles attachments on the C2 and C7 spinous processes and limiting the damage to the attachments of the
interspinous and rotator muscles with a muscle-splitting technique, as described by Shiraishi [20,21].

In this technique, we decided to reconstruct the spine similar to its normal anatomical form by preserving the posterior paravertebral muscles’ attachments to the bones and tension ligaments.

After placing the patient in the prone position and then making a midline skin incision between C2-C7, the nuchal ligament with the trapezius muscles is divided in line with the skin incision by monopolar electrocautery (Figure 1). When we bring up the supraspinous ligaments, all the semispinalis and splenius muscles are cut approximately 1 cm laterally to the muscle insertion point to the spinous process at the laminotomy side. Then, the multifidus and rotatory muscles are dissected subperiosteally and retracted laterally off the inferior part of the spinous processes, laminae, and medial aspect of the facets at the laminotomy side. We stay in the natural avascular subperiosteal plane to prevent damage to the paravertebral muscles and to minimize blood loss. Also, the facet capsules must be preserved. The opening side is usually placed on the side that has worse radicular symptoms or more stenosis because it is technically easier to perform a foraminotomy to decompress the neuroforamen. The posterior part of the spinous process is cut horizontally below the insertion point of the semispinalis and splenius muscles with a high-speed small bone oscillating saw (Figure 2). We can keep the insertion of the semispinalis and splenius muscles at the contralateral side with this technique. We also preserve the supraspinous and interspinous ligaments at the proximal to distal extents of the exposure during this approach. At this point, all the contralateral paravertebral muscles with the cut head of the spinous process are dissected subperiosteally and retracted laterally in the same manner as the laminotomy side (Figure 2). Retractors can be placed on the sides of the wound and, if necessary, rostrally and caudally in order to facilitate visualization. The hinged side of the lamina should be cut before the laminotomy side to minimize blood loss. A 4 mm diamond burr or 2 mm cutting burr of high speed drill is used to cut the outer cortex at the junction of lamina and lateral

---

**Figure 1:** The paravertebral muscles at C3-C6 levels (SSL: supraspinous ligament, ISL: interspinous ligament, SsC: semispinalis capitis muscle, SC: splenius capitis muscle, M: multifidus muscle, RM: rotatory muscles).

**Figure 2:** The arrow shows us the cutting line of semispinalis capitis and splenius capitis muscles at near the attachment of spinous process (SSL: supraspinous ligament, ISL: interspinous ligament, M: multifidus muscle, RM: rotatory muscles, *: the spinous process attachment parts of the SsC and SC, **: lateral free parts of the SsC and SC, LM: medial part of the facet, L: laminae, S: the spinous process attachment parts of the SsC and SC with posterior cutting part of the spinous process and retracted of hidden side paravertebral muscles).
mass in the process of creating a green stick fracture on the hinged side, as it minimizes the risk of completely breaking through the inner cortex of the lamina. The ligamentum flavum is released with a curette at the inferior aspect of the lamina. The facets should not be violated. Subsequently, we cut the lamina just medial to the pedicle with a 1 or 2 mm Kerrison punch and then cut the ligamentum flavum from the caudal to rostral direction at the laminotomy side. Sometimes, we use a pediatric cranioectomy attachment for cutting the lamina. Epidural bleeding is controlled by bipolar electrocautery and absorbable hemostats. We place a curette under the lamina on the laminotomy side and elevate the bone. When we see the motion of the lamina, the lamina is tilted to the hinged side until the trough is closed (Figure 3). We separate the top and bottom lamina of the open side which is included in the laminoplasty from the adjacent levels with a Kerrison punch. This can be performed by gradually opening the lamina at each level and to the same degree as the other vertebrae. In this way, the gap on the laminotomy side between the lamina and facet is increased. A Woodsen elevator can be used to release any adhesions between the dura and ventral lamina on the laminotomy side. Subsequently, we fix an appropriately sized allograft that is into the laminar opening with a double bent titanium miniplate of appropriate length via a center screw hole. The miniplate with allograft are placed in the laminar opening. The graft should fit securely in to the laminar gap. The miniplate is fixed with one or two 2.0 mm cortex screws on both the laminar and lateral mass sides (Figure 4).

For reconstruction the anatomical formation, we make a burr at the head of the spinous process that has been previously separated and the inferior part of the spinous process at a position that is slightly lateral to the opening side. Then, we fix the head of the spinous process on the opening side decorticated laminae next to the inferior part of the spinous process with a titanium wire. We suture the semispinalis and splenius muscles with a 2/0 coated Vicryl suture at the cutting line. We close the wound by suturing layers and finish the operation (Figure 5).

Although the duration of this technique is not compared with the other open-door laminectomy techniques that were previously performed, the duration of this technique is approximately more than 30 minutes longer for each level than the other techniques. We have performed this technique in only 2 patients in the last 3 months. The results of our cases will be published when there are sufficient number that have been completed for a sufficient follow-up period (at least 24 months), which means that we cannot share early surgical, clinical and radiological results.

Figure 3: After cutting the laminae at the opening side and cutting the outer part of laminae at hinged side (\(\ast\): cutting laminae at opening side, \(\ast\ast\): thinning laminae at hinged side).

Figure 4: After the miniplate with allograft are placed in the laminar opening, the miniplate is fixed with one or two cortex screws on both the laminar and lateral mass side. (\(\ast\): Autograft fixed with screw to the mini plate, \(\ast\ast\): laminar opening at the opening side).
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**DISCUSSION**

The main purpose of Laminoplasty techniques is to expand a narrowing spinal canal, to reconstruct the lamina and to provide stability by protecting the posterior structures as much as possible. Many techniques have been developed for this purpose that are based on open-door laminoplasty, double-door laminoplasty and muscle-sparing laminoplasty techniques (5,13,15).

One of the major concerns after cervical laminoplasty is the reduction of cervical ROM. The restriction of ROM can be related to the prolonged use of a cervical collar after surgery, interlaminar bony fusion between adjacent opened lamina (19), gradual muscle and facet joint degeneration and preexisting OPLL. The axis has a key role in stabilizing and extending the head and neck. It has a large spinous process that acts as a lever arm. Five extensor muscles attached to C2 act as a dynamic stabilizer for the cervical spine. We preserved the muscle attachment at the C2 and C7 spinous process and we can reduce interlaminar bony fusion between C2-C3 and C6-C7 with two different surgical techniques. The first technique described by Lee DH et al. is to perform a C2 laminectomy rather than a multilevel cervical open-door laminoplasty. By using this technique, interlaminar bony fusion at C2-C3 segments can be prevented and this results in better preservation of the cervical ROM while achieving similar neurological and clinical outcomes without the development of focal kyphosis or instability (14). The second surgical technique described by Suh BG et al. is to perform a wedge-shaped resection of the cranial portion of the posterior bony arch of C7 during open-door laminoplasty surgery. In our technique, we perform a caudal half laminectomy to C2, and wedge-shaped resection to cranial portion of the C7 lamina in order to preserve cervical ROM (18). This preserves cervical ROM, prevents posterior bony impingement and reduces posterior neck pain (22). A randomized controlled trial demonstrated that two-weeks of neck immobilization postoperatively with a Philadelphia collar does not affect cervical pain, cervical ROM, lordotic angle and other clinical outcomes positively after cervical laminoplasty (4). A prospective study with 5 years follow up after open-door laminoplasty found that cervical ROM decreased by time until 18 months after the surgery and no further decreases occurred thereafter unless laminar auto-fusion was diagnosed. They found that the mean ROM of the cervical spine decreased by 38.5% at 5 years follow-up postoperatively (8).

Another major concern after cervical laminoplasty is axial neck pain. Several mechanisms are believed to be the cause of the axial pain, namely damage to the spinous process ligament-muscle complex, damage to the posterior spinal roots of C3-7, suture damage to facet joint capsules, decrease in the cervical lordotic angle and range of motion, and long-term immobilization of the neck. However, the cause of postoperative axial pain following cervical laminoplasty is still unclear and it has not been determine which posterior elements are important in reducing postoperative problems. Also, changes in the cervical alignment and muscle atrophy following operative invasion have been reported to be the main causes of axial pain (6,9,11). For reducing postoperative axial pain, less invasive methods have been used, such as limited exploration or reconstruction of the posterior paraspinal muscle. Kotani et al. reported that laminoplasty with a deep extensor muscle-preserving approach appears to be effective in reducing axial pain and deep muscle atrophy as well as improving cervical spine function and the quality of life when compared to conventional open-door laminoplasty (12). Many studies have evaluated the effects of preservation of the posterior paraspinal muscles at the spinous process of C2 and C7 such as the semispinalis, which have been reported to be important as dynamic stabilizers and in their function in the posterior extensor mechanism on postoperative axial pain (11,24). Our technique is a muscle-preserving selective laminoplasty technique.
Damage to the spinous process ligament-muscle complex is another crucial factor that is thought to be related to postoperative kyphosis. Various techniques have been described to minimize disruption of the spinous process and ligament-muscle complex attachments. Preservation of the attachments of the nuchal muscles to the spinous process of the axis (the rectus major, inferior oblique, and semispinalis cervicis) and the muscle attachments to the spinous process of C7 (rhomboid and trapezius) protects postoperative cervical lordosis, ROM and decreases axial pain (18). The preservation of the unilateral nuchal, supraspinous and interspinous ligaments between C2-C7 is also important for the maintenance of cervical spinal lordosis and to lower the rate of postoperative axial neck pain (23). Reduced surgical exposure, no detachment of the muscle from the C2 and C7 spinous process and the restriction of the laminoplasty from C3 to C6 reduce postoperative kyphotic changes (2,17). It has been shown in a 3D modeling study that the semispinalis muscle is significantly more stretched compared to other neck muscles for isometric neck extension. It is well recognized that the development of kyphosis and postoperative instability (25). We expose the open side lamina via cutting the splenius and semispinalis capitis muscles approximately 1 cm from the spinous process instead of subperiosteal dissection. In this way, we protect the attachment of the semispinalis and splenius muscles and posterior ligament-muscle complex to the spinous process, which will prevent postoperative cervical malalignment. The distance between their origins and insertions are not changed, and the muscles have almost vertical orientations. Therefore, the muscular strength necessary for extending and stabilizing the head and neck is not appreciably weakened by this operation. This technique is unique for preserving both the muscle attachments of C2, C7 and the bilateral attachments of the posterior muscle-ligament complex between C2-C7.

This surgical technique has only been performed in a small number of patients and their demographic information and clinical outcomes are not mentioned in this paper. Although the early clinical and radiological results conducted on an insufficient number of patients are satisfactory, a prospective study is required to determine the clinical and radiographic outcomes of this procedure. A prospective study will be published when this technique has been performed on a sufficient number of patients.

### CONCLUSIONS

According to this new laminoplasty technique, we can keep the insertion of semispinalis and splenius muscles at the bilateral attachment to the spinous processes. We also preserve the supraspinous and interspinous ligaments at the proximal to distal extents of the exposure during this approach.
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